
Seminar Report on “Word Embedding in  

Natural language Processing” 

1. Date of the Seminar/Workshop: 13-04-2022 
 

2. Title of the Seminar/Workshop: “Word Embedding in  Natural language Processing” 
 

3. Name of the Speaker/Resource person with Affiliation with the institute/industry: 

 

Mr. Cletus Agnello Dsouza 

 

Industry: - Mastek 

Designation: - Software Engineer 
 

4. Venue of the Seminar/Workshop: Platform used-Google meet 
 

5. Duration of the Seminar: 1  hour (9.00 am to 10.00 am) 
 

6. Conducted For: Students of final year computer Engineering 
 

7. Objective of the Seminar/Workshop /Curriculum Gap identified/Other than that: 
 

The objective of the Seminar was basically to ensure that the students get acquainted to 

new methodologies of word embedding techniques so that they can use this information for 

developing projects in NLP. This workshop was conducted to draw the attention of all towards the 

challenges in word embedding methodologies and use some of them in extracting features from 

text data so that they can be represented in vector form and be fed into any machine learning 

training algorithms for extracting information from textual data. 

8. Contents of the Seminar/Workshop: 
 

The one hour period was very interactive and aroused key enthusiasm among students. 

The speaker started with 

 

- A layman’s perspective on personal and professional ethics 

- Why am I (Dr Vikram V. Shete) qualified to give this seminar? 

- What is Ethics? 

- Why do I need any ethic? 

- Miracle in the Andes @3750 meters on Oct 13th, 1972 

- Ethical Dilemma 

- A quick survey on Ethical Dilemma 

- Paradigms of Ethical Dilemma 

- Professional Ethics 

- Professional Ethical Dilemmas 

- Closing thoughts



9. Description of the Entire Event 
 

The Computer Department at St. Francis Institute of Technology hosted a seminar on “Word 

Embedding in NLP” on Monday, April 13 , 2022, from 9.00 am to 10.00 am, online via Google 

meet. 

 

There were approximately 100 student participants and 2 faculty participants who attended the 

seminar. The opening remark was given by Ms. Vincy Joseph where she introduced the Speaker, 

Mr. Cletus Dsouza. 

 
Further, the speaker took over the session and started off the session. The summary of the session 

can be interpreted from the slides given below: 

 



 







 

 



 



 



 



 

 



 

 
 

 



At the end of the session, everyone turned on their cameras and took a virtual group photo. Ms. 

Vincy Joseph gave our speaker a vote of gratitude and useful input on this information-packed 

webinar, and the webinar was ended on this note. The students had a better understanding of word 

embedding a result of this session. 

 

 

Session Photographs 
 

 

 
 

 



 
 

 
 

 



 
 

 

 

 

Ms. Vincy Joseph and Ms. Pradnya Rane Sawant. Dr. Kavita Sonawane 

Seminar Incharge    HOD, CMPN 


